We present a brief review on the recent theoretical developement about boundary effects in one-dimensional quantum spin systems focusing on the application of boundary conformal field theory. We discuss about low-temperature behaviors of the boundary contributions of the spin susceptibility and the specific heat coefficient. The anomalous behaviors at boundaries are deeply related with finite-temperature corrections of the boundary entropy or the ground state degeneracy, which yields a highly sensitive response of spin excitations in the vicinity of open boundaries.
Introduction
In the last decade, effects of open boundaries in quantum one-dimensional (1D) spin systems have been extensively studied in connection with impurity problems.
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Open boundaries in 1D quantum systems are introduced, for example, by a non-magnetic impurity which cuts a 1D system into two semi-infinite chains. Elaborate theoretical methods such as Bethe ansatz exact solutions and boundary conformal field theory, as well as various numerical simulations have been successfully applied to the investigation of boundary effects, and elucidated a lot of interesting features of boundary critical phenomena associated with open ends. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] In the present paper, we review the recent developement on this issue with particular emphasis on the boundary conformal field thery approach.
One important ingredient of boundary critical phenomena is the emergence of boundary critical exponents corresponding to boundary operators. This aspect has been extensively studied so far. 4, 8-10, 21, 22) Another interesting feature is related to the existence of a zerotemperature entropy S B = ln g, where g is the ground state degeneracy. g is expressed as 0|B in terms of the ground state |0 and the boundary state |B . At critical points, g is universal, and constant, characterizing the universality class of boundary critical phenomena. 23) However when a system is off-critical at finite temperatures, S B may vary with temperatures. This happens in the case that the system deviates from the low-energy fixed point due to bulk irrelevant interactions. 23, 24) These interactions together with the redundant degrees of freedom may give rise to a non-trivial behavior of boundary parts of thermodynamic quantities such as the impurity spin susceptibility and the impurity specific heat coefficient. It should be noted that these quantities exhibit singular behaviors even at zero temperature as a function of the magnetic field h. For example, according to the Bethe ansatz solutions at zero temperature for the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chains, the SUSY t-J model, and the Hubbard model, the boundary sus- * E-mail address: fuji@scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp ceptibility behaves like,
in the case with spin rotational symmetry. [11] [12] [13] [14] This divergent behavior for a small magnetic field stems from the surface energy perturbed by leading irrelevant interactions. It was suggested in ref.
14) that at finite temperatures, in addition to the surface energy, the boundary entropy perturbed by bulk irrelevant interactions also yields a singular contribution as a function of temperature. In the case that the low-energy fixed point is the TomonagaLuttinger liquid, namely, the Gaussian model with the central charge c = 1, the boundary entropy is given by S B = ln(1/ √ 2R) for the Dirichlet boundary condition, where R is the radius parameter of the Gaussian model. Thus at finite temperatures or with a magnetic field, the presence of irrelevant interactions gives corrections to R and S B , leading the singular temperature or field dependence of boundary quantities. This phenomenon is the main topic of the present paper.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the sections 2 and 3, we give a pedagogic review on the lowenergy effective field theory for the spin-1/2 XXZ chain, and some results of boundary conformal field theory relevant to our argument. In the section 4, a brief historical overview on this issue is presented. The recent results for the low-temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility and the specific heat coefficient caused by boundary effects are explained in the sections 5 and 6. The implication for experiments and a summary are given in the last section.
Low-energy effective field theory
Before discussing boundary effects, we would like to summarize the results of the bulk effective low-energy theory for quantum Heisenberg spin chains with s = 1/2 which is the basis of our analysis. The Hamiltonian for the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin chains is given by
In the massless region, 0 ≤ Δ ≤ 1, the low energy fixed point of (1) is the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid, which be-
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longs to the universality class of the Gaussian theory with the central charge c = 1. In this case, the low energy effective Hamiltonian with the exact leading irrelevant interactions has been obtained by Lukyanov. 25) In the case of 0 ≤ Δ ≤ 1/2 (K ≥ 3/2), the low-temperature anomalous behaviors at boundaries do not appear, as is easily seen from the dimensional analysis. Thus we will not consider this case.
For 1/2 < Δ < 1, the effective Hamiltonian is written as,
Here L is the linear system size, and the constants K, a, and λ are parametrized as,
For this choice of the lattice constant a, the velocity of spinons is scaled to be unity. The boson fields φ(x) and θ(x) satisfy the canonical conjugate relation,
It is convenient to decompose φ(x) and θ(x) into the left-moving and right-moving parts;
The mode expansions of these fields are given by
The canonical conjugate relation leads the following commutation relations,
The last three commutation relations are required to ensure the anti-commutation relations of fermions related to spin operators via the Jordan-Wigner transformation. The eigenvalue ofŵ is an integer w corresponding to the winding number of the phase field φ. For the c = 1 Gaussian theory, as will be shown later, boundary states are constructed from the highest weight state (the primary state) of the U(1) Kac-Moody algebra |v, w which is the eigenstate of the zero mode of α n ,ᾱ n defined as,
The state |v, w specified by integers v and w satisfies the eigenvalue equations,
Thus, |v, w is an energy eigenstate of the Gaussian model;
Using the finite size scaling argument, we can read off the conformal dimension Δ
This primary field corresponds to the primary state |v, w . At the isotropic point Δ = 1 (K = 1), the effective low-energy theory is described by the level k = 1 SU(2) Wess-Zumino-Witten model with a marginally irrelevant interaction:
Here H W ZW is the Hamiltonian of the level k = 1 SU(2) Wess-Zumino-Witten model, and J a (x) (J a (x)) is the left (right) moving current of the level k = 1 SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra. The running coupling constant g depends on temperature T and an external magnetic field h through the scaling equation,
Generally, in 1D quantum systems with boundaries, there may be boundary interactions in addition to bulk interactions. However, as was pointed out in ref., 16) in the absence of symmetry-breaking external fields at boundaries, irrelevant boundary interactions do not give singular contributions to boundary quantities, and are negligible in the following argument.
Boundary conformal field theory for the c = 1 Gaussian model
Here we briefly review some results of boundary conformal field theory which will be used in the following calculations.
In general, for two-dimensional (or quantum 1D) critical field theories, any system is invariant under the con-formal transformation which is generated by the holomorophic and anti-holomorophic parts of the stress tensor T (z),T (z). For a cylinder with perimeter 1/T , the mode expansions are expressed as,
where L n andL n are the Virasoro generators. For the Gaussian model with c = 1, the Virasoro generators have the free boson representation,
and, (23) for n = 0. For two-dimensional systems with a boundary at x = 0 (z = x + iy), a conformally invariant boundary condition is imposed by demanding that T (z) =T (z) on the boundary. 22) For the Gaussian model with c = 1, we see from eqs. (20)- (23) that this condition is fullfilled under the following stronger constraint on the boundary state,
where the plus (minus) sign corresponds to the Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary condition. The solution for (24) is expressed in terms of the Ishibashi state. 21, 29) For the Dirichlet condition, it is given by,
(25) Note that the prefactor (K/2) 1/4 is the boundary degeneracy at zero temperature, which is related to the boundary entropy S B = ln(K/2) 1/4 . S B is non-zero when nontrivial bulk correlations exist; i.e. K = 2. The constant φ 0 is the eigenvalue of the boson field φ at the boundary. The boundary state for the Neumann condition is,
where θ 0 is the boundary value of the dual field, θ(x). The prefactor (1/2K) 1/4 is also the boundary degeneracy for this boundary condition.
Boundary effects in the s = 1/2 spin chains -A brief overview
As mentioned before, non-magnetic impurities in quantum spin chains can be effectively regarded as free open boundaries provided that the interaction between two open ends separated by a non-magnetic impurity is negligible. In such a case, non-trivial boundary effects emerge in the thermodynamic limit N J/T , where N is the system size. In contrast, in the oppsite limit T /J 1/N the behavior is trivially described by the ground state, which is a singlet for even N with exponentially small susceptibility as T → 0 and a doublet for odd N with a Curie law behavior. In the present paper, we mainly consider the thermodynamic limit 1/N T /J 1, which highlights intriguing boundary correlation effects.
The application of the boundary conformal field theory to impurity issues in the s = 1/2 quantum spin chains was first considered by Eggert and Affleck a decade ago.
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As was discussed in that paper, the free open boundary condition at x = 0 for spin chains is that the magnetization current at the boundary J z (x = 0, t) must vanish, though the boundary magnetization at x = 0 is not fixed to a particular value. In terms of the lowenergy effective field theory, this condition is expressed as φ L (x = 0, t) + φ R (x = 0, t) = 0, which allows us to define φ R (x, t) as the analytic continuation of φ L (x, t) to the negaitive axis: φ R (x, t) = −φ L (−x, t). We can easily see that this relation actually fulfill the above-mentioned requirement; i.e.
Then, the effective field theory is expressed only in terms of the left-moving part φ L .
Boundary critical phenomena appear in the long-time behavior of boundary correlation functions. At the zerotemperature fixed point described by the free boson, the above boundary condition does not affect the uniform part of the spin-spin correlation functions, but change the staggered part drastically. Neglecting the irrelevant interaction (4) or (18), Eggert and Affleck obtained the impurity part of the spin structure factor which behaves S imp (k ∼ π) ∝ v/T at low temperatures, reflecting enhanced antiferromagnetic correlation in the vicinity of the open boundaries. No singular temperature behavior of the impurity uniform suscepetibility was predicted however.
On the other hand, the Bethe ansatz exact solution at T = 0 predicts that the boundary uniform susceptibiltiy behaves χ B = 1/[4h(ln(h)) 2 ] for small magnetic field, implying the singular temperature dependence of the uniform part, in contrast to the above field theoretical result. Since boundary irrelevant interactions merely give small corrections to the spin susceptibility, the origin of the singular behavior may be attributed to bulk interactions ignored in the analysis of ref.
3) The importance of the bulk irrelevant interactions for boundary critical phenomena was also discussed before by Affleck and Qin, 15) and Brunel et al. 16) in connection with logarithmic corrections to the nuclear relaxation rate 1/T 1 at the boundary. For the isotropic spin chain, it is given by,
2 , which makes a sharp contrast to the behavior of the system without boundaries,
1/2 . This result is due to the interplay between the existence of the boundary entropy and the surface energy, and the bulk marginally irrelevant interaction.
As will be explained in the next sections, a similar effect crucially controls the low temperature behaviors of the boundary spin susceptibility and the boundary specific heat coefficient.
Boundary conformal perturbation theory for spin-1/2 chains
In this section, using the results from sections 2 and 3, we show that boundary quantities exhibit a singular temperature dependence, which stems from the boundary entropy and the surface energy perturbed by bulk irrelevant interactions. For this purpose, following the idea of Cardy and Lewellen, 21) we consider the geometry of a semi-infinite cylinder with perimeter 1/T . Interchanging space and time coordinates, we define the phase field on this geometry as,
Then, the Hamiltonian on the semi-infinite cylinder is written as,
We express the partition function by using the transfer matrix exp(−LH c ) and the boundary state |B . The lowest order terms of the free energy are given by,
where |0 is the ground state of H c 0 . The first term of the right-hand side of (31) is the free energy of the c = 1 Gaussian model. The second term, which is denoted by δF B in the following, is the 1/L correction that emerges as a result of boundary effects. δF B is expressed in terms of the one-point function of the primary field Φ(x, τ ) ≡ exp(i √ 8Kφ(x, τ )) which has the conformal dimension 2K,
(32) At this stage, the effect of a magnetic field is incorporated by shifting the boson field φ c (x) toφ c (x) = φ c (x) − K/2hx. Following Cardy and Lewellen, 21) we apply the conformal transformation from the cylinder z = x + iτ to the semi-infinite plane Imz > 0:
. Then, the boundary term is rewritten as,
For the semi-infinite plane, the average of the local operator close to a boundary is computed by the standard method,
with Φ L(R) the (anti-)holomorphic part of Φ (z ,z ), and A B Φ the coefficient of the operator product expansion. Regulating the ultra-violet divergence of eq. (34) via point-splitting procedure, and transforming back to the z-coordinate, we have
By using the point-splitting procedure, we have discarded a non-universal divergent term which is not important for the low-energy properties. The constant A B Φ is obtained by considering the long distance behavior of Φ(x, τ ) B for large x,
Here |Φ is the primary state corresponding to the conformal field Φ(x, τ ). Comparing eqs. (33), (34), and (36), and using 0|Φ|Φ = (2πT ) 2K , we end up with,
The matrix element between |0 and |B that appears in (37) can be computed by using (25) and (26) . We see from eqs. (15) and (16) that |Φ is the primary state |2, 0 . Φ|B is non-vanishing, only if |B contains |2, 0 . The Neumann boundary state (26) does not satisfy this condition, leading Φ|N = 0. On the other hand, Φ|D gives a finite contribution. The averaged value of the phase φ 0 at the boundary is set to φ 0 = 0, which is consistent with the free open boundary condition for the boundary magnetization. Then, from eq. (25), we have 2, 0|D / 0|D = 1.
The Dirichlet boundary condition corresponds to the absence of the spin current leaking from the open ends. This is easily seen as follows. From eq. (27), the spin current operator at the boundary x = 0 obeys,
(38) The boundary condition (24) leads J s |B = 0 for the Dirichlet condition. We would like to stress that since the time and space coordinates are interchanged in eq. (27) , the canonical conjugate field of φ c is not
c . Thus, we can fix the boundary average values of φ c (x = 0) and ∂ τ φ c (x = 0) simultaneously for the Dirichlet condition. This implies that the average value of the local magnetization at the boundary ∼ ∂ x φ c (x = 0) is not fixed to a particular value, fulfilling the free open boundary condition with which we are concerned.
Field theoretical results for boundary quantities 5.1.1 The anisotropic case
The corrections to the boundary free energy caused by the irrelevant interaction is computed from eqs. (35) as,
where B(x, y) = Γ(x)Γ(y)/Γ(x + y). In the case that the system has two open boundaries, the boundary term of the free energy is given by twice F B .
Usng eq. (39), we calculate the leading temperature dependence of the boundary spin susceptibility contributed from two open ends,
with ψ (x) = dψ(x)/dx. Note that for 1 < K < 3/2 (1/2 < Δ < 1), the boundary spin susceptibility χ B shows a divergent behavior ∼ 1/T 3−2K , as temperature decreases. This anomalous temperature dependence is also observed in the boundary part of the specific heat coefficient given by,
(41) We would like to stress that in the formulas (40) and (41) there is no free parameter, and the prefactors are exactly obtained. The divergent behaviors can physically be understood as follows. In contrast to the bulk Heisenberg chains in which the ground state is a spin singlet state, spin singlet formation in the vicinity of boundaries is strongly disturbed by thermal fluctuation, because of the enhanced correlation at the boundaries which stems from the ground state degeneracy. It should be emphasized again that the singular behaviors are not due to the presence of boundary operators, but interpreted as a consequence of finite-temperature corrections of the surface energy and the boundary entropy ln 0|B caused by bulk irrelevant interactions.
At zero temperature with a finite magnetic field, a similar singular behavior appears in the field dependence of the boundary spin susceptibility given by,
We have checked that this result coincides with that obtained from the Bethe ansatz exact solution.
The isotropic case Δ = 1
Now let us consider the isotropic case K = 1. The free energy correction (39) possesses poles for K = 1. To deal with these singularities, we follow the procedure considered by Lukyanov for bulk spin systems. 25) We rewrite H int in terms of the SU(2) current operators,
The exact expressions for the running coupling constants g and g ⊥ are given in ref. 25, 30) On the other hand, for the value of K close to 1, eq. (39) can be expanded in power series of 1 − 1/K. Comparing the expansion of eq. (39) with the expression for g and g ⊥ , we can write the free energy correction (39) as a power series expansion in terms of g and g ⊥ . Then, taking the limit K → 1 and g , g ⊥ → g, we end up with,
for h T . The running coupling constant g obeys eq. (19) . From eq. (44), we obtain the leading term of the boundary spin susceptibility and the specific heat coefficient,
where α = π/2 exp(1/4+γ) with γ the Euler constant. At zero temperature, the boundary spin susceptibility for a small magnetic field is also derived from the opposite limit h T of eq. (39), The result coincides completely with that obtained from the Bethe ansatz exact solutions.
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In an independent work, Furusaki and Hikihara have also derived the results (40), (45), (41), and (46) using conventional bosonization methods.
20)

Comparison with numerical results
In this section, we present a comparison between the field theoretical results obtained in the previous sections and numerical calculations based upon the density matrix renormalization group for transfer matrices (TMRG) applied to impurity problems. 17) This method is suitable for the calculation of local expectation values and the impurity free energy in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. When we compute the impurity susceptibility, we need to take the second derivative of the impurity free energy and therefore subtract two large numbers, which turns out to be inaccurate for very low temperatures. For the lowest temperatures (T < 0.1J) we have instead summed over the excess local responses in a range around the open ends, which yielded more accurate results. This method agrees with taking the second derivative for higher T and should also be a good approximation for T < 0.1J. As shown in Fig. 1 (upper panel) , the numerical results obtained by this method agree well with the field theoretical results without any adjustable parameters.
Discussion and Summary
The Curie-like temperature dependence with logarithmic corrections of the boundary spin susceptibility (45) may be relevant to experimental observations. According to experimental measurements of the spin susceptibility for the Heisenberg spin chains such as Sr 2 CuO 3 , a Curie-like behavior at low temperature region is always observed, but has been regarded as an extrinsic impurity effect. 32) Since the Curie contribution is strongly reduced by careful annealing, 32, 33) this Curie tail cannot be due to magnetic impurities in the sample. behavior can be explained by the trivial size effect of finite chains with odd N that have locked into their doublet ground state. 18) For higher temperatures, however, a Curie-like behavior may be attributed to non-trivial boundary effects given by eq. (45). The crossover between these two different regions occurs when the temperature becomes comparable to the finite size energy gap T ∼ πv/N . For a carefully annealed sample of Sr 2 CuO 3 with ρ ∼ 0.013% 32) the ground state contribution is only significant for T < 0.001J ∼ 2K. Thus the averaged Curie constant varies with temperatures showing a minumim around the crossover temperature. The approximate behavior of the averaged Curie constant for the impurity susceptibility T χ avg is shown in Fig. 1 (lower  panel) for ρ = 0.1% by averaging over all chain lengths and assuming a sharp crossover from ground state to thermodynamic behavior.
In summary, we have given a short review on boundary critical phenomena related to 1D quantum spin chains with open ends with emphasis on the application of the boundary conformal field theory, and the role of the zerotemperature boundary entropy.
